Let/ be a real-valued differentiable function defined on the real reflexive Banach space X. The problem of minimizing / over a subset of X is investigated under the following mild monotonicity assumption on the derivative/' of/: if {un} is a sequence in X converging weakly to some u&X, then lim sup(/'«", »»-») 0. The eigenvalue problem f'u =\g'u for some XOER1, with g' being the derivative of a further function g, is then reduced to that first question.
Introduction.
We consider the following variational Problem (*). To minimize a real-valued function f over a subset C of the real reflexive Banach space X.
If the function / is differentiable, a solution of Problem (*) with C = X yields a solution of the equation/'w = 0. If/ is differentiable and C = Mc(g) = {uEX:g (u) =c] is a level set of a further differentiable function g, a solution of Problem (*) is (under additional restrictions) a solution of the eigenvalue problem f'u =\g'u for some real X.
For functions/ which can be represented in the form/(w) =$>(«, u), with i> a semiconvex mapping of XXX into the reals, Problem (*) is treated in Browder [l ] , where the abstract results are also applied to multiple integral functionals.
In the recent note [6] Browder attacks Problem (*) for differentiable functions / and convex sets C, making use of properties of the derivative/' rather than of those of /. In the application to multiple integral functionals, his new results are, however, weaker than those he got in [l ] . Further the convexity assumption on the set C is rather restrictive; eigenvalue problems cannot be studied by this method.
In the present note we investigate Problem (*) for differentiable functions with a related method which does not demand the convexity of C. Compared with [ó] we require more continuity properties on the derivative of the function /, but can considerably weaken the monotonicity assumptions on /'. In §1 we prove an abstract theorem (Theorem 1) on the existence of minima of functions on a subset of a reflexive Banach space. As a consequence we obtain in §2 a result on nonlinear eigenvalue problems ( 1. Let X be a real Banach space, X* its conjugate space. By iv, u) we denote the duality pairing between elements vEX* and uEX. We use the symbols "->" and "-*" to denote strong and weak convergence, respectively.
Definition.
A mapping T of X into X* satisfies condition (P) if for each sequence {un) in X converging weakly to some uEX, lim sup iTun, un -u)^0.
We remark that condition (P) is an extremely mild monotonicity assumption.
Indeed, the class of mappings satisfying condition (P) contains most of the operators of monotone type considered so far, as for example monotone mappings, pseudomonotone mappings [7] and dem icontinuous operators of type (5)
If w is a point of X, the function f:X->Rl is said to have the element w of X* as its Fréchet derivative at u if, for each vEX,
where l¡m|umo(^(f)/||í'||) =0. We let f'u denote the derivative of / at u. If / is differentiable on X, f is a well-defined mapping of X into X*.
Our main result is Theorem 1. Let f be a real-valued differentiable function defined on the real reflexive Banach space X and C a weakly sequentially closed subset of X. Suppose that limiuu,»,,"ecfiu) = + «>, and that the derivative f is continuous and satisfies condition (P). Then f assumes a minimum value on C, and for any minimizing sequence {un} in C with Un-^uEC, /(íí)=inf"£<?/(»)• Theorem 1 strengthens the corresponding theorem of Browder [6] in the case that the derivative/' is continuous. Proof of Theorem 1. Let \un\ be a minimizing sequence, i.e. a sequence in C with the property that /(w")->inf"ee/(iO-Since /(w) -*+ °° as ||w||-»oo, uEC, the sequence {un} is bounded. By the reflexivity of the space X and the weak sequential closedness of C we may assume after passing to a subsequence that {un] converges weakly to some element u E C. We claim that f(u) = lim f(un).
Clearly 
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The following result on a class of nonlinear eigenvalue problems is now an immediate consequence of Theorem 1 and the Lemma.
Theorem 2. Let X be a real reflexive Banach space andf, g two realvalued functions defined on X. Suppose that g is weakly sequentially continuous, and thatf and g are continuously differentiable on X, withf satisfying condition (P). Assume further that for a given constant c the level set Mcig) = {uEX:g (u) =c] is nonempty, that g'u^O for uEMcig), and that/(w)->+ « as ||m||->co, uEMc(g). Then f assumes its infimum on the set Mc(g) at a point w0 which is a solution of the eigenvalue equation f'uo=\g'u0 for some real X.
In Theorem 2, the assumption on the weak sequential continuity of g can be replaced by the requirement that g' is compact, since also the latter condition implies that the level set Existence theorems for equations of Hammerstein type (to appear in Applicable Analysis), Theorem 3). In addition, our proof is considerably simpler than those given by Amann.
Theorem.
Let T be a compact linear operator of the real Banach space X into X* satisfying condition (*) There exists d>0 such that (Tu, u)^d\\ Tu\\2 for all uEX.
Let further N be a bounded continuous mapping of X* into X, and assume that for some function <p:P+->P+ satisfying <p(r)=o(r2) as r->+ oo, we have (v, Nv)^ -c\\v\\2 -(p(\\v\\) for vEX*, with c<d. Then the equation w-\-TNw = 0 admits a solution w in X*.
Proof.
By the boundedness and continuity of the mapping N and the compactness of T, the operator TN:X*->X* is continuous and compact. We define a continuous mapping Ctw=C(w, t):X*X [0, l] -*X*, by Ctw = w-\-tTNw. We first show that CtW^O for ||w|| =R sufficiently large and ¿G[0, l]. Indeed, CqWt^O for w^O. Let thus 0<iiïl, and suppose w+tTNw = 0 for some wEX*. Then 0 -(w, Nw) + t(TNw, Nw) ^ -c||to|¡2 -<pi\\w\\) + td\\TNw\\\ Since \\TNw\\ = r,||w||, we obtain ^(||a)||)+c||a;||2èi(i'(||a'||)+c||w||2)èd||w||2, which implies the uniform boundedness of [|w||. Next we observe that the degree theory of Leray-Schauder is applicable to the homotopy {Cijosfsi-Since the degree deg(C0, Br, 0) of the mapping Co = I on the open ball Br in X* with respect to the origin is +1 and this degree remains invariant through the homotopy {C(}osisi. we infer that the equation CiW = w-\-TNw = 0 admits a solution wEBr.
Q.E.D.
